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OVER
2020 started with high hopes and aspirations of fulfilling yet another year of service
and interaction with the Women’s Platform (WP) clients at Scalabrini to the best of
our abilities. The team had envisioned great opportunities to support the women
with their personal and professional growth.  The process was abruptly interrupted
by a global pandemic which resulted in a national lockdown confining people to their
homes.  As contact and connection was restricted, the pandemic showed the
importance of adaptability to enable the continuation of the Women’s Platform
activities. This allowed the team to strategize and find ways to continue supporting
and providing a safe space for the women to thrive. Additionally, the team was able
to successfully launch its online platform, develop online curriculums that allowed
for experiential and practical skills development. The programme had to pivot and
adopt to new technology trends such as Zoom, which required providing technical
support and training to clients. As the team reflects, this transition offered new
insights around better and more effective ways of serving our clients. Additionally, it
created an opportunity to look deeper into content work, research, planning and
programme development resulting in improved programme activities and the tools
implemented proved to be cost effective and efficient. 

The following changes were implemented into the programme: 

view

Women’s Platform was able to respond to the Covid challenges with
resilience and is proud of its achievements and plans to formulate a
hybrid that will include the changes that have been implemented
during the lockdown. 

WP successfully launched its online platform, including the implementation of a
new digital curriculum for the craft, beauty, hospitality, and childcare sector
trainings informed by peer facilitators.  

Through Zoom WP was able to continue Personal Development (PD) courses
that were also adapted to be more suited to the online platform, Sector
trainings, Small Business Skills Courses (SBCSC), Leadership Group (LG)
trainings, Product Development Sessions and Open Workshops (OW) which
focused on Health, Human Rights, Leadership and Professionalism.

WP mainly corresponded via WhatsApp groups with the Conversation Club,
Autism support group and Leadership Group (LG), which were also used for
general monitoring and evaluation (M&E) purposes.

Calls and information sharing on COVID-19 via WhatsApp was received
positively by women and provided relief towards feelings of isolation during the
National lockdown. 



IMPACT

HIGHLIGHTS
PD Curriculum was made more experiential
and was well received online and offline.
Regular reflections with peer facilitators and
feedback from the women has made the
content resonate more with the women. 

Scalabrini WP WhatsApp group, is a group of
about 330 ladies where information is shared
to help improve and maintain the Women’s
well-being during the lockdown and according
to a survey done 100% of the ladies that
completed felt it was very important and useful
to their daily lives.

Mentorship was mainly via calls and mentees
were encouraged to enrol with Coursera and
Funzi which has improved overall
independence and navigation of the digital
world. 

SHAWCO (Students' Health and Welfare
Centres Organisation) had two Women’s
Healthcare Clinics and facilitated online health
workshops. The health support from
SHAWCO's has been an amazing benefit
especially during COVID-19. Moreover,
SHAWCO and SCORA through the periods
campaign donated menstrual products worth
R11 600.00 to WP.  

Five leaders from the WP leadership group
received grants from Adonis Musati to
implement projects to support their communities
during COVID-19.  

The practical peer led sector trainings
transitioned very well to the online platform. No
materials were provided, but the women were
very resourceful by improvising what they had
in the home to make items such as masks,
shopping bags, and jewellery. The Hospitality
class showcased their talent by sharing their
recipes and experiences with each other via
Zoom.

WOMEN REGISTERED FOR THE WOMEN’S PLATFORM

Some WP crafters during the COVID-19 crisis
generated income by making masks and
advertising on social media accordingly. WP is
assisting and finding new market opportunities
such as Kuba and CDI. 

WP collaborated with Spoon money to pilot a
savings scheme to help create a savings mind-
set amongst clients. 

During the National lockdown, WP in
collaboration with Employment Access 
 supported 40 micro/small businesses that
benefitted from the rescue grant from UNHCR. 

WP implemented M&E tools through Google
forms which replaced pre COVID-19 manual
and hard copy processes. Furthermore, WP
clients data was directly uploaded and
exported on to Salesforce which increased
efficiency. 

We offer general applause to all the women for
transitioning to the online platform during the
lockdown. Their resilience and willingness to
learn and grow yielded satisfactory results,
both in their self-pride and continuation of
trainings. One major milestone of this journey
was the online graduations of PD, Sector and
SBSC in July and December, themed ‘Reaching
for the stars’ and ‘Shine your Light’. The
sessions provided the space to appreciate the
peer facilitators and the leaders for their role in
each of the programmes. The connection with
more than 150 women celebrating their
achievements and growth created a warm
atmosphere that was both encouraging and
inspiring. 

giving the women an opportunity to receive resources,
personal skills and financial sustainability

women 
 graduated
from Personal
Development

individual women
participated in
formalized
leadership
opportunities.

women
attended
two platform
events

women
participated in
the online English
Conversation
Club activities

women
attended the
Women’s
Health Clinic
(SHAWCO) 

women received
individual
mentorship after
completing Sector
Training

women attended 47 open workshops that focused
and shared resources on Leadership,

Professionalism, Health or Human rights  

women successfully graduated from Small
Business Course with 18 women receiving financial

stimulus from Small Business Growth Grant.

women
successfully
completed
Sector Skills
Training in the
following areas:  Beauty

(Nails)
Craft

 (Sewing and
Beading)

Childcare  Hospitality



Lessons in Adaptability 

At the centre of Cape Town sits Green Market Square - a bustling
market filled with curios from all over the African continent. It is a
magnet for Cape Town’s tourists, who typically number over 5 million
per year. When the cCOVID-19 pandemic hit, South Africa went into
lockdown: borders were closed, tourists stopped coming, and many
market vendors were left with no source of income at all. 

Some of these market vendors are members of Scalabrini’s Women’s
Platform. With the need to adapt and provide for their families, they
came together and quickly tapped into the demand for masks. 

According to findings from National Income Dynamics Coronavirus
Rapid Mobile Survey, women are disproportionality affected by the
economic crisis caused by the pandemic. This was seen not only in
South Africa, but around the world*.  

The five women – Eulali, Jeanette, Kelly, Tina and Therese – who
have been part of Women’s Platform for the last few years,
realised that they needed to make a plan to support themselves
and their families in the time of lockdown. 
 
“We thought it would maybe be one month. Before the lockdown I
sold some things that I thought would carry me through,” says
Theresa when reflecting on the start of lockdown. 

“Before lockdown started, I had my own business, which was a
sewing school.  I trained Somali ladies how to sew at the Somali
Association in Belville.” Jeanette was training eight women at her
school before the lockdown started and the other four women
were traders at markets around Cape Town.  

“I learnt to make the masks because of what is going on in the
world.” Eulali echoes what was said by each of the other women.
Together, the group of five women approached Women’s Platform
for assistance with marketing and selling the masks.   

Jitske from Women’s Platform helped the women with marketing,
to find more buyers and with the delivery and collection of the
masks. Through the use of social media, over 500 masks were sold
and over 200 were donated through cooperation with the
Tamboerskloof Community Action Network, where they were then
donated to people in Zwelitsha and the Tamboerskloof area. Kelly
speaks of making masks to help other people protect themselves.
“The lockdown shows me that I have a responsibility toward other
people.” Tina shared this sentiment; “I made some masks for
donation that I took to the hospital. I also give some to people on
the road who don’t have masks. I went to the church yesterday
and gave some masks to people who I can see don’t have good
masks or don’t have any masks.”  

LIVING IN UNCERTAIN TIMES

MAKING DECISIONS AND TAKING ACTION 

AN ARRAY OF EXPERIENCE

Although the sales of masks have slowed down now, they were the
boost the women needed to adapt and come up with new ideas.
Jeanette is looking at moving her sewing classes online, Kelly is
aiming to launch her new clothing designs for children in
November, and the other women have their own business ideas
brewing.  

In a group discussion hosted by Women’s Platform, more stories
were shared by women who have adapted their businesses under
lockdown. Stories were shared by a woman who was active in the
transport business and shifted from transporting kids to delivering
food when schools were closed. Another businesswoman went
from selling burgers to restaurants, to making and selling bread.  

One lesson that has been learnt during the lockdown is that “every
success story is a tale of constant adaption, revision and change.”
– Richard Branson 

“The lockdown shows me that I have
a responsibility toward other
people.” Tina shared this sentiment;
“I made some masks for donation
that I took to the hospital. I also give
some to people on the road who
don’t have masks..

from women's platform

*Since this article was written the women have had another
order come in for 200 sling bags and 400 masks.  

With lockdown upon them, this group of women faced an unsure
future. They had trained to sew certain things that, under
lockdown, were not going to be sold. In a moment of brilliance,
they came together and made a plan: to start a mask-sewing
business. 

*https://mg.co.za/news/2020-07-15-three-million-jobs-lost-and-hunger-surging-amid-covid-19-crisis-survey/

https://scalabrini.org.za/service/womens-platform/
https://mg.co.za/news/2020-07-15-three-million-jobs-lost-and-hunger-surging-amid-covid-19-crisis-survey/
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The pandemic allowed WP to develop cost and
time effective digital M&E tools for its clients,
which it will customize to suit the 2021 hybrid
model. This compliments the WP recent transition
to on-line capturing of impact data in Salesforce.
To further improve the quality of the alumni
impact data, WP will organize broader network
events and increase its communication for this
group. Moreover, focus remains on professional
development of alumni and facilitators through
advanced trainings and mentorship. Finally, the
Women’s platform will continue to serve and
support women in seeking a better future and
integration into the communities.   

The	centre	is	registered	with	the	South	African	Department	of
Social	Development	as	a	non-profit	organisation	(021-079	NPO),	as
a	youth	and	child	care	centre	(C7569)	and	as	a	Public	Benefit
Organisation	with	the	South	African	Revenue	Services
(930012808)and	governed	by	a	Trust	(IT2746/2006).
	Auditors:	CAP	Chartered	Accountants.

looking forward...

http://www.scalabrini.org.za/
http://www.instagram.com/ScalabriniCT
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